Diagnostic Function of 3D Optical Coherence Tomography Multimode Images in Diagnosis of Acute Central Serous Chorioretinopathy
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Abstract

Background: Spectral-Domain Optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) provides non-invasive, high speed, high resolution, three-dimensional cross-section imaging of macula. This study was aimed to investigate the diagnostic value of multimodal imaging technique of three-dimension (3D) optical coherence tomography (OCT) (3D-OCT) for diagnosis and characterizing of acute central serous chorioretinopathy (CSC).

Methods: The 3D-OCT examinations of 82 cases of acute CSC were performed on the macular area, and the image characteristics were analyzed. Our study included a total of 87 eyes from 82 cases of CSC patients, 67 males and 15 females, aged 27 to 56 years, mean age 42.89±7.80 years old.

Results: According to B-scan images, 87 (100%) eyes had ERD, 38 (44%) eyes had bulge of RPE, 36 (41%) eyes had PED, 8 (9%) eyes had membrane-like structure, 2 (2%) eyes had subretinal dot-like precipitates, 1 (1%) eyes had focal choroidal excavation (FCE), and 1 (1%) eye had fluctuation of internal limiting membrane (FI). In ILM-RPE thickness map, all eyes had a round or round like regular uniform domes. Total of 57 (66%) domes were limited in exam area and 30 (44%) domes beyond the scope of this examination and only part of the dome could be observed. In the Shadowgram image, all eyes had a round or round like black figure that correspond with domes in ILM-RPE thickness map. In RPE surface, 76 (87%) eyes had a shallow plate depression, 71 (82%) had small focal uplift and 1 (1%) eye had a focal concave.

Conclusions: In OCT ILM-RPE thickness map, Shadowgram, and RPE surface, acute CSC had special images and can be helpful for diagnosis and difference diagnosis.

Trial registration: Not applicable.

1. Background

Central serous chorioretinopathy (CSC) or central serous retinopathy (CSR) is a common disease, characterized by serous detachment of the neurosensory retina and/or the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) that often involves the macula. The hallmark of CSC is the accumulation of subretinal fluid between the neurosensory retina and the RPE.

The alteration in choroidal circulation is probably the main mechanism leading to the development of CSC. High choroidal vascular permeability leads to increased hydrostatic pressure under RPE, which in turn destroys the integrity of RPE (1). The fluid in the choroid enters sub-retina through the damaged RPE, resulting in fluid accumulation under the retina (2).

The diagnosis of CSC is made by fundus exam combined with imaging of the retina and choroid with optical coherence tomography (OCT), fluorescein angiography (FA), indocyanine green angiography (ICGA), or combinations of these imaging techniques. FA allow for the identification of abnormal leakage of fluid from the choroidal and retinal vessels as well as through the RPE layer. FA of CSC typically shows a focal area of leakage of the dye from the RPE into the subretinal space with two main patterns: “ink blot” or “a smoke-stack” (3). The inkblot pattern of leakage was relatively more common than smokestack pattern. In most cases, the dye slowly leaks symmetrically in all directions, eventually fulling the entire retina detached. There are one or two leakage points in common, but in some cases it can be up seven or more points. There may be no clear leakage, but diffuse intense fluorescence. Half of the leakage occurred in the nasal side retina, and about 35% appeared on the temporal side (4, 5).

Spectral-Domain Optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) provides non-invasive, high speed, high resolution, three-dimensional cross-section imaging of macula. It is widely used for investigation and diagnosis of macular diseases. In addition to conventional tomographic B-Scan, OCT now provides multiple 3D model reports such as ILM-RPE thickness, RPE surface, and shadowgram. We have found that OCT’s multiple 3D model images are an important complement to the B-Scan model. OCT is noninvasive and fast and we hope that OCT can replace FFA to the greatest extent and most patients can be diagnosed by OCT only. Previous literature has described the OCT performance of CSC, each article has its own characteristics and focus (6–8). We carefully analyze the images of 3D-OCT of typical CSC, and have some new understanding of the OCT characteristics.

2. Methods

2.1 Subjects

We included acute CSC patients who were treated at the outpatient clinic or hospitalized from January 2016 to December 2018. The chief complaint was blurred vision, dimmed vision, diminished vision, and deformed vision. The initial symptoms lasted less than 3 months. Single or multiple circular prominences at the posterior pole were detected and OCT examinations revealed neurosensory retinal detachment. The exclusion criteria of the study were: patients with high myopia or blurred vision caused by other conditions, incomplete or missing data, a history of trauma or eye surgeries, and patients with atypical clinical manifestations or uncertain diagnosis.

2.2 General examinations

Routine eye examinations, slip lamp tests, fundus examinations, and non-contact tonometry were performed. FFA, and other eye or systemic examinations were performed if necessary.

2.3 Macular OCT

The Topcon 3D-1000 OCT was used to detect ocular structures at a wavelength of 840 nm. Axial and lateral resolutions were set to 5 µm and 20 µm, respectively. Scans were made at a speed of 18000 A/s, a depth of 2.0 mm, and a range of 6 x 6 mm. Macular thickness was analyzed in 3D macular mode.
The parameter values were calculated automatically. We analyzed 64 horizontal B-scan images, retinal thickness maps (ILM-RPE), shadowgram, and RPE surface. Different intensities of light signals and retinal thicknesses were represented in OCT images on a rainbow color scale. In the B-scan images, tissue color indicated reflection intensity. The following colors represented reflected light intensity in decreasing order: red, orange, green, blue, and black. Black indicated the tissue with the weakest light reflection (Fig. 1A).

Retinal thickness was defined and determined as the distance between internal limiting membrane (ILM) to the RPE. The ILM-RPE maps were generated within a range of 6 × 6 mm in the center of the retina. Thickness was represented by pseudocolors, with white corresponding to the greatest thickness. White, red, orange, yellow, green, and blue indicated successively decreasing levels of thickness. ILM contour maps and RPE surface maps were reconstructed with using computer software (Fig. 1B).

Shadowgram is a plane image obtained by two-dimensional processing of multiple B-Scan axial images (64 in this study) according to the intensity of reflected light. It is shown in black-and-white images, similar to black-and-white photographs taken with infrared light. Normal Shadowgram is white or grayish-white, with a grayish-black dot in the fovea, a brighter parafovea, and a clear image of retinal blood vessels (Fig. 1C). The gray level changes when abnormal.

RPE surface is the synthesized image of each point automatically recognized by the computer RPE. Normal RPE surface is smooth and horizontal slightly curved (Fig. 1D).

3. Results

3.1 Baseline information

Eighty two VKH patients with 87 eyes were included (67 males, 15 females, aged 27 to 56 years old, with mean age of 42.89 ± 7.80 years). They sought medical care at our hospital at 2 to 30 days (mean 16.63 ± 11.2 days) after onset. Five cases were affected in bilateral eyes, and 77 cases were affected in only one eye.

3.2 B-scan images of macula

Of the OCT B-scan images, 87 (100%) eyes had ERD, 38 (44%) eyes had bulge of RPE (Fig. 2A), 36 (41%) eyes had PED (Fig. 2B), 8 (9%) eyes had membrane-like structure (Fig. 2C), 2 (2%) eyes had Subretinal dot-like precipitates (Fig. 2D), 1 (1%) eyes had FCE (Fig. 2E) and 1 (1%) eye had FI (Fig. 2F).

3.3 ILM-RPE map

In ILM-RPE thickness map, all eyes had a round or round like regular uniform dome. Fifty seven (66%) domes were limited in 6 × 6 mm² exam area and 30 (44%) domes Beyond the scope of this examination and only part of the dome can be seen (Fig. 3).

ILM-RPE map also showed small circular dot-like changes. The color of the dot was different from that of the surrounding area. The color of the dot was colder in 42 eyes than that of the surrounding area, indicating that the ILM-RPE thickness of the dot position was smaller than that of the surrounding area (Fig. 4A, B); the opposite was observed in one eye (Fig. 4C, D).

3.4 Shadowgram

In Shadowgram image, all eyes had a round or round like black figure that correspond with domes in ILM-RPE thickness map (Fig. 5).

3.5 RPE surface

In RPE surface, 76 (87%) eyes had a shallow plate depression, 71 (82%) had small focal uplift and 1 (1%) eye had a focal concave (Fig. 6).

4. Discussion

Central serous chorioretinopathy (CSC) is an idiopathic disease of the posterior pole of the retina, which often appears as serous retinal detachment accompanied by leakage of altered retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). Mechanical stress resulting from increased intra-choroidal pressure reduces RPE adhesion and alters hydro-ionic RPE regulation, which in turn causes PED. EDR is often associated with a mechanical abrasion resulting from an active flow through a break in the RPE.

The most common manifestation of B-Scan imaging in acute CSC is ERD. The neurosensory of retina uplift, there is a dark area of fluid accumulation beneath it. A high reflective light band at the bottom is the retinal pigment epithelial layer. Most reports mention the presence of ERD (9, 10), 100% of our patients have this sign. Most of the ERD areas of CSC are non-reflective dark areas, but there are few reports of membrane-like structure (11). Our study found that nearly 10% of the patients had this characteristic. CSC's membrane-like structure is localized, well-defined, and has some relationship with PED or RPE protuberances (12, 13). Fujimoto et al. (14) Study the leakage point of CSC found that half of the leakage point has a membrane-like structure. Many studies hold the view on the membrane-like structure of CSC as cellulose exudation. We hypothesized that the membrane-like structure in CSC should also be associated with local inflammation.

We found dot-like precipitates in two eyes in the retinal neurosensory detachment area of CSC. It has been reported that up to 65% of the EDR areas of CSC eyes have precipitates (15, 16). This neoplasm can be attached to the retina or in the retinal detachment area (17, 18). There is a lot of speculation about this precipitates. The main idea is that the outer segment of the photoreceptor cells precipitates in the subretinal space. It may also be the accumulation of fibrin or lipid, and the macrophages that remove these debris.
PED is the separation of the RPE from Bruch’s membrane or choroid membrane. Upon OCT, PED usually manifests as dome-shaped RPE protrusions stretching towards the retina, usually with a uniform low reflection area behind it (19, 20). PED is very common in CSC, and sometimes occurs with ERD, and sometimes it appears separately (20). RPE bulges, sometimes described as rough RPE (19), show slight protrusions in the RPE layer, with no clear low-reflex region behind them (21). This small bulge is common in CSC. Montero et al. (22) reported this small bulge in 35 of 39 eyes, but most of the reports were 30%-40% (21, 23). PED and bulge were both associated with the leakage point found by FFA examination (10, 14). Some people believed that bulge was associated with hyperplasia of pigment epithelium (21). On OCT images, we found that some bulges were not distinguishable from PEDs, and we speculated that some bulges were small PEDs.

Focal choroidal excavation (FCE) is a newly discovered disease. In 2006, Jampol et al. (24) first reported a case of choroidal excavation found in time domain OCT. In 2010, Abe et al. and Wakabayashi et al. (25, 26) reported 4 cases of monocular focal choroidal excavation with SD-OCT. Among the 3 cases reported by Wakabayashi et al. (26), there were two lesions in one eye. Margolis et al. (27) reviewed the focal choroidal excavation in 12 patients and named it focal choroidal excavation (FCE) defined as macular area Choroidal excavation, without posterior staphyloma or scleral bulge, without trauma, uveitis, retinal or choroidal vascular disease or infection, and had been divided into two types, conforming focal choroidal excavation C-FCE and nonconforming focal choroidal excavation NC-FCE. In the former, the top of photoreceptor cells and retinal pigment epithelium were not separated, the photoreceptor cell layer was thicker than that in the area not affected by depression, and the junction between inner and outer segments and pigment epithelium were not disturbed. In NC-FCE, the top of the photoreceptor is separated from the posterior RPE, accompanied by a low reflex region that may represent the subretinal serum. In these types, the pigment epithelium and inner segment/outer segment connections are usually disturbed. Then Katome et al. reported two cases of C-FCE detected by EDI-OCT in three eyes in 2012 (28), one of which was binocular with two lesions in the left eye and the other with choroidal neovascularization (CNV). Kobayashi et al. (29) also reported a case of NC-FCE with CNV. Say et al. (30) reported a case of subretinal hemorrhage at the infratemporal arch with macular involvement. The report on FCE gradually increased (31, 32). In the study of CSC and FCE, Wang et al. (31), 17 cases (19 eyes, 21 FCEs) were found in 351 patients with CSC. The etiology of FCE is not clear. The latest study suggests that choroidal abnormalities occur (32). They found that the FCE corresponds to an increase in the inner choroidal reflex, unclear vascular development, the outer choroidal traction by the inner choroidal cavity, visible superior choroidal cavity, choroidal scleral interface is still smooth. However, the relationship between CSC and FCE is uncertain, Liu et al. (32) and other discussions suggest that there is no final conclusion, but Wang et al. (31) believes that the abnormality of choroidal vessels in FCE is related to the occurrence of CSC.

Fluctuation of internal limiting membrane (FI) was observed in one eye. FI was found in OCT of VKH before (21, 33). Our previous studies of VKH also found FI, and speculated that there is a certain relationship with retinal Radial stripes (34). Dusheng et al. (21) speculated that FI was associated with inflammation. Considering that the inflammation of CSC was not common, we believe that this change was due to mechanical traction caused by changes in the retina and choroids.

Both ILM-RPE map and Shadowgram of OCT are similar to fundus photography in that they observe the shape of the retina directly from the front and can quickly determine the location, extent and basic shape of the lesion. They complement each other with B-Scan and are indispensable for the diagnosis of diseases.

The ILM-RPE Map feature of CSC is very obvious. The lesion is typically round or round like with some very regular shapes; the uplift is uniform, the thickest in the center, slightly thickened at the edge of the detachment zone, and then excessive to normal. This is very consistent with the appearance of CSC seen under ophthalmoscope, and the FFA examination of the dye slowly leaking symmetrically in all directions (3). In some CSC, the lesions are large or deviate from the macular center. We can see only a round-like part of the lesion in the 6 x 6 mm² range. With the improvement of OCT and the enlargement of the scope of examination, the ILM-RPE Map of OCT will be more convenient to observe CSC. The ILM-RPE Map does not show the contour of the inner limiting membrane surface, but the thickness between ILM and RPE, so the RPE uplift on the ILM-RPE Map is an excavation, and the FCE is a protrusion. The macular fovea itself is thinner and sometimes shows small excavation on the topographic map.

The Shadowgram of CSC has good contrast between black and white, it is convenient for clinical observation. Typical round or round like lesions, or part of the lesion round like, is very consistent with the scope of the lesions on ILM-RPE Map, and is very consistent with neurosensory detachment or RPE lesions. The range of lesions is easily estimated accurately.

OCT scanning light source wavelength 840 nm, belongs to infrared light, Shadowgram is similar to the black-and-white fundus photography taken with this wavelength. Zhou et al. (35) studied the NIR images of CSC with similar wavelengths (820 nm). Results Neuroepithelial detachment showed elliptical dark areas on NIR images with clear boundaries, and PED showed circular dark areas with clear boundaries on NIR images, which were consistent with fundus photography, FFA and ICGA. Comparing NIR images with OCT’s Shadowgram, we found that they were very similar, but our Shadowgram had better contrast and was easier to distinguish the lesions.

RPE Surface is a surface morphology of RPE. RPE Surface of CSC shows a special shallow plate depression. This may be related to the mechanical separation of CSC's RPE and photoreceptor cells and the uniform thinning of RPE. RPE Surface's small uplift is very common in CSC, and is consistent with B-Scan's PED and bulge positions. Despite the presence of choroidal thickening (6, 36), the RPE Surface of CSC remained smooth without undulation.

5. Conclusions

Acute CSC on OCT has common changes like retinal neurosensory detachment, focal RPE processes, focal PED, there are also rare changes like the membranous reflex in the detachment area; subretinal dot-like precipitates; FCE and FI. ILM-RPE thickness map have typically round or round like domes with some very regular shapes; Shadowgram have typically round or round like lesions, and RPE surface of acute CSC had special round like images and can quickly determine the location, extent and basic shape of the lesion.
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**Figures**

**Figure 1**

Normal 3D OCT image. The A diagram is a B-Scan diagram, ILM and PRE are marked with white lines, ILM-RPE thickness is the distance between the two lines. The B diagram is normal ILM-RPE map, which represents the macular thickness. The C diagram is the Shadowgram of OCT. It is white or gray, the blood vessels were clear, the central fovea was black dots, and the para fovea was brighter. The D diagram is the RPE Surface.

**Figure 2**
OCT image of CSC. The A diagram shows ERD, undivided retina are normal. Red arrowhead indicate small bulge in the RPE layer. The B diagram shows ERD, and the red arrowhead indicates PED. The white arrowhead in C diagram refers to the focal membranous reflection under ERD, and the corresponding position is PRE small convex, PED is visible next to it. The red arrowhead in the D diagram is ERD combined with Subretinal dot-like precipitates. E map shows ERD and FCE (Yellow arrowhead). The F diagram shows ERD and PED (red arrowhead), and F1 (ILM) (red arrow).

Figure 3

ILM-RPE thickness map of CSC. We can see a round dome. The left picture shows a single round dome in the range of 6 × 6 mm² and the thickness of macular were express on the left grid. The right picture shows a single round dome is beyond the scope of examination. A small green circular change (red arrowhead) can be seen in the red lesions above the right picture and the thickness of macular were express on the left grid.

Figure 4

OCT image of CSC. The A diagram shows a small green round change at the left edge of the red lesion on the ILM-RPE thickness map (white arrowhead). The corresponding RPE surface shows a small focal bulge (red arrowhead). The B diagram is the B-Scan map of the same location, which shows that the green dot is a focal PED (yellow arrowhead). White dot-like changes (black arrowhead) were seen in the red lesions on the ILM-RPE thickness map on the C diagram, and the B-Scan image on the D diagram showed that the RPE was convex in the corresponding position (white arrowhead) and the ILM-RPE thickness increased.

Figure 5
The A, B, C diagrams were from the same eye. On ILM-RPE map, we can see a round uniform dome (A) and in Shadowgram image, the eyes had a round black figure that correspond with dome In ILM-RPE thickness map (B). B-Scan images of the macular have EDR and small bulge (C).

Figure 6

RPE surface of CSC. Right image shows a shallow plate depression with a focal uplift, and the shadowgram image correspond with it. The left image has a shallow plate depression with a central focal excavation.